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Abstract

Flux pinning forces were determined on different network samples of superconducting Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (Bi-2212) nanowires pre-
pared by the electrospinning technique. We employed magnetization data determined by SQUID magnetometry in a wide tem-
perature range 10 K < T < 35 K, where a strong superconducting signal prevails. The scaling analysis of the pinning forces was
applied to interprete the data obtained. Both pure and Li-doped Bi2212 nanowire networks exhibit a peak position of h0 ∼0.11,
which is smaller than the expected value of h0 = 0.2 indicating flux pinning at grain boundaries or extended defects. For the flowing
currents through such a network, the crystallographic anisotropy and the percolation play an important role, resulting in reduced
peak positions as compared to bulk samples.
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1. Introduction

Recently, superconducting nanowires of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
(Bi-2212) could successfully be prepared by employing the
electrospinning technique [1, 2, 3]. The nanowires themselves
were found to be polycrystalline, consisting of nanometer-sized
grains of random orientation and exhibit diameters of about
250 nm, which is comparable to the London penetration depth,
λ0. The networks of these nanowires formed by electrospinning
and the subsequent heat treatment have an extremely low den-
sity and show numerous interconnects between the nanowires
which enable a current flow through the entire network. The
transport and magnetization measurements [2, 4] revealed that
the currents can flow through the entire sample perimeter even
at applied magnetic fields of 10 T. These properties of the
nanowire network samples are very interesting from the under-
lying physics and for possible applications. Therefore, in this
letter, we analyze the flux pinning forces obtained from M(H)
measurements using the model of Dew-Hughes (DH) [5, 6] to
gain a deeper understanding of the magnetic behavior of the
nanowire networks, which may be interesting for certain ap-
plications whereever the weight of the samples counts, and we
compare the resulting pinning force scaling diagrams to such of
other types of Bi-2212 and Bi-2223 materials published in the

literature.

2. Experimental procedure

The Bi-2212 nanowire networks were fabricated using
the electrospinning technique from an aqueous solution of
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW 1,300,000), bismuth(III) ac-
etate, strontium acetate hydrate, calcium acetate hydrate and
copper(II) acetate monohydrate and followed by calcination
treatment of the electrospun polymer/inorganic composite
fibers including one oxygenation step in pure O2. The chemi-
cals were commercially available (Alfa Aesar GmbH & Co KG,
purity above 99.99 %) and used as received without further pu-
rification. X-ray analysis confirmed that the samples are pure
Bi-2212 phase with some residing carbon. For the sample with
Li doping, 30 x.-% Li acetate was added to the precursor solu-
tion. Further details of the nanowire fabrication procedure are
given elsewhere[3]. The density of our nanowire networks is
found to be equal to 0.0459 g/cm3, which is considerably lower
than the theoretical density of bulk Bi-2212 (6.4 g/cm3).

The magnetization of the nanowire networks was measured
using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS3) with
±7 T magnetic field applied perpendicular to the sample sur-
face. The onset of superconductivity takes place at 76 K, which
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is somewhat lower than the bulk Tc of the Bi-2212 phase (85
K) [2, 4].

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1: (a) Optical image of heat-treated nanowire network samples. (b)
SEM image (magnification 3000×) of the nanowire network after the final heat
treatment.

The microstructure of the Bi-2212 nanowire networks are
presented in Figs. 1 (a/b) after the final heat treatment. The
nanowire networks (a) look like a thin fabric and are extremely
brittle. Due to the numerous interconnects between the indi-
vidual nanowires as shown in (b), transport currents can flow
through the entire nanowire network sample.

Figure 2 shows magnetization hysteresis loops of the Bi2212
and Bi2212+Li samples measured at T = 15 K. The loops ex-
hibit the typical asymmetric shape of polycrystalline materials
[7]. Both loops show an additional magnetic signal overlaid on
the superconducting loop. For pure Bi-2212, there is a diamag-
netic signal, and for the Li-doped sample, the signal is param-
agnetic.

The dependence of the pinning force density on the applied
magnetic field was determined by Fp(H) = µ0H × Jc(H). The
Jc(H) datapoints are obtained from the width of the experimen-
tal loops using the Bean formula. In Figs. 3, 4, the normalized
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Figure 2: Magnetization hysteresis loops measured at T = 15 K.

pinning force fp = Fp/Fp0 is plotted as a function of the re-
duced field h = H/Hirr for different T , here Fp0 is the maximal
pinning force density at given T . For high-Tc superconductors,
the values of Hirr are usually determined from a logarithmic
plot. Here we see that noise appears in the Jc(H) datapoints
right at H > Hirr. The noise level was subtracted before the
fp(h) dependencies were plotted. The resulting fp(h) depen-
dencies at all temperatures are almost coinciding, thus the fp

scaling is well developed in both types of samples studied here.
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Figure 3: Scaling of the pinning forces of the Bi2212 sample. The solid line
represents the ECSM fitting curve with p = 0.37 and q = 3.

The pinning force scaling reveals a peak position, h0, of
∼0.11. This value is smaller than h0 = 0.2, which is ex-
pected for the flux pinning at 2D objects like grain boundaries
[5] and was found for various Bi-based superconducting ma-
terials in the literature [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This small
value of h0 reflects the influence of anisotropy and percolation,
which was described already in Refs. [9, 15]. The supercurrents
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Figure 4: Scaling of the pinning forces of the Bi2212+Li sample. The solid
line represents the ECSM fitting curve with p = 0.37 and q = 3.

flowing within an individual nanowire have to pass grains with
many different orientations, so the anisotropy factor (i.e., the
anisotropy of the upper critical fields) is important to describe
the resulting current. According to Ref. [15] regarding the pin-
ning force analysis in bulk MgB2 samples, an anisotropy factor
larger than 4, which is certainly fulfilled for Bi-2212, yields
a position of h0 = 0.1 for the grain boundary pinning which
otherwise would give h0 = 0.2. The influence of percolation
effects on the peak position was found to be much smaller as
described in Ref. [15]. However, the percolation effects were
also found to reduce the peak positions as compared to the DH
model. Therefore, one can safely conclude that the peak posi-
tion h0 ∼ 0.1 describes grain boundary pinning in the case of an
anisotropic material and percolating currents.

For a bulk type-II superconductor with sizes much higher
than the London penetration depth λ0, the dependence of the
critical current density Jc on the magnetic field H can be ex-
pressed by:

Jc(H) = Jc0
1 − |H/Hc2|

α

1 + |H/(h1Hc2)|α
, (1)

where α ≤ 1. This expression is a modification of the Kim-
Anderson and Urban [16] dependencies. The extended criti-
cal state model [17, 18, 19] supports a faster decreasing of the
Jc(H) dependence due to an extension of the equilibrium sur-
face. A type-II superconductor with size being comparable to
λ0 has the following Jc(H) dependence:

Jc(H) = Jc0
1 − |H/Hc2|

α

1 + |H/(h1Hc2)|α
(1 − |H/Hirr|)n , (2)

where n is the index defined by the geometry of the grain, n =

3 for a cylindrical sample and n = 2 for a thin plate[19].
We are interested in the behavior of the pinning force in the

field range Hp < H � Hc2. Given h1 � 1 and H � Hc2, one
obtains the pinning force density from eq. (2):

Fp(H) ≈ |H|1−α
(
1 −
|H|
Hirr

)n

Jc0(h1Hc2)α . (3)

After substitution for α = 1 − p and n = q, the well-known
scaling law of Dew-Hughes [5] is resulted:

fp(h) =

(
h
h0

)p (
1 − h
1 − h0

)q

, (4)

where h0 is the position of the maximum, h0 = p/(p + q).
The position of the pinning force maximum is easily deter-
mined from graphs such that one can find the value of α from
α = 1 − n/(1/h0 − 1). Given h0 = 0.11 and n = 3 we obtain
α = 0.63. This corresponds to p = 0.37 and q = 3. These
values differ from each other and are typical for anisotropic
and polycrystalline superconductors [9, 15]. The solid line
in Figs. 3, 4 represents the fp(h) dependence computed using
eq. (3) and gives a good fit to the data in both cases.

Both types of nanowire networks (undoped and doped with
Li) were found to show a good scaling of the flux pinning force
data, and the peak, h0 is located at ∼0.11, which is clearly
smaller than the expected value of 0.2 as found for Bi-based
superconductors [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

Here it should be noted that the high-h region of the Fp-
scaling plots is influenced by several factors, (i) the magne-
tometer shows noise being close to its resolution, and (ii) the
currents at high fields are very small and highly percolative. As
a consequence, the irreversibility field is hard to determine from
the plots. Nevertheless, the obtained scalung of the flux pinning
forces turned out to be quite good in the temperature range in-
vestigated here, and the peak position of the fp-plot is a good
indicator of the active pinning mechanism, as flux creep effects
do not play a role here.

It is interesting to note that the influence of anisotropy and
percolation were only recently introduced to the pinning force
analysis [15], when regarding the behavior of bulk, polycrys-
talline MgB2 samples. In superconducting samples with a
forced texture (bulk samples or tapes), the anisotropy does only
play a minor role, and only recently, bulk, polycrystalline FeSe
samples [20, 21] were found to behave similar to polycrystalline
MgB2 due to a well-developed coupling between the grains.
According to Ref. [15], the changes in Fp due to changes in
the percolation threshold are comparatively small since pc is
expected to vary only between 0.2 and 0.3 in three-dimensional
systems [22]. The percolation threshold mainly depends on the
number of connections between the grains; thus, clean dense
samples have a comparatively small pc and porous or dirty sam-
ples with a large amount of secondary phases have a larger pc.
For the present nanowire networks, the character of an individ-
ual nanowire is more 2D, as only a small number of grains form
the entire nanowire. This number can be as small as 3-5 grains.
Furthermore, the residing carbon in the nanowire samples may
be located at the grain boundaries, and this effect is even en-
hanced in the case of the Li-doped samples, where we assume
that Li is also found in the grain boundaries [23, 24]. Therefore,
the nanowire network samples with their high porosity and the
dirty grain boundaries should exhibit a stronger influence of pc

as compared to MgB2 bulks analyzed in Ref. [15], which causes
a move of the peak position in the fp(h)-diagram to lower values
as observed here.
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4. Conclusions

We have performed a pinning force scaling on the data ob-
tained from electrospun Bi-2212 nanowire networks based on
magnetization data. The analysis was performed using the Bean
model and the ECSM model. The obtained scaling was found
to quite good in the investigated temperature range 10 K < T <
35 K, and the peak position of the fp-plots were found at ∼0.11.
Due to anisotropy and percolation, this value is reduced as com-
pared to the value obtained for the grain boundary pinning in
bulk materials.
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